INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON CONSERVATION IMPACT
September 28-29, 2021

This year, the symposium will convene leaders from the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Indigenous territories to explore the state of progress toward national and international large landscape conservation goals, such as the America the Beautiful strategy (aka 30×30) and Canada’s Pathway to Target One. In particular, conversations will focus on transboundary partnerships, the role of Indigenous nations, and best practices to achieve 30×30 at the continental scale. Together, we will look at science and data, policies, and case studies to support the benefits of transboundary work for biodiversity, climate, and human resilience.

In order to ensure the health and safety of all participants, this event will be held virtually.

We invite you to support our 2021 International Symposium on Conservation Impact.
Since 2019, our annual symposia have convened an impressive community of conservation leaders and provided a forum in which scientists, practitioners, policymakers, and funders can explore new partnerships and approaches to address the conservation challenges we face in North America.
OPPORTUNITIES TO INVEST IN CONSERVATION IMPACT

PRESENTING SPONSOR $25,000

- Exclusive premier sponsorship for the symposium
- 8 symposium tickets (a $1,000 value)
- Listing as Presenting Sponsor and top sponsor logo position on electronic event invitation, all advertising materials and press releases, event webpage, and promotional emails (2021 Salazar Center International Symposium on Conservation Impact, presented by [Sponsor Name])
- Full-page color ad in digital symposium program (sponsor to produce ad and supply to CSU 30 days prior to event)
- One promotion of Presenting Sponsor on CSU social media channels
- Logo placement on all symposium-branded slides
- Opportunity to air one 30-second video during program (sponsor to produce video and supply to CSU 30 days prior to event)
- One sponsor promotional opportunity via Salazar Center email marketing prior to the symposium
- Recognition during opening and closing remarks
OPPORTUNITIES TO INVEST IN CONSERVATION IMPACT

PLATINUM SPONSOR  $15,000

- 6 symposium tickets (a $750 value)
- Listing as Platinum Sponsor and second sponsor logo position on electronic event invitation, all advertising materials and press releases, event webpage, and promotional emails
- Half-page color ad in digital symposium program (sponsor to produce ad and supply to CSU 30 days prior to event)
- Logo placement on all symposium-branded slides
- Recognition during opening and closing remarks
**GOLD SPONSOR** $10,000

- 4 symposium tickets (a $500 value)
- Listing as Gold Sponsor and logo placement on electronic event invitation, all advertising materials and press releases, event webpage, and promotional emails
- Recognition during opening and closing remarks

**SILVER SPONSOR** $5,000

- 2 symposium tickets (a $250 value)
- Listing as Silver Sponsor and logo placement on electronic event invitation, all advertising materials, event webpage, and promotional emails
- Recognition during opening and closing remarks

**BRONZE SPONSOR** $2,500

- 2 symposium tickets (a $250 value)
- Listing as Bronze Sponsor and logo placement on event webpage and promotional emails
- Recognition during opening and closing remarks